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strategy. A Perfect
instructional books, and assured life, overcoming
Accompaniment to "The it has become the
challenging obstacles with
Tao of Jeet Kune Do" The
perennial study guide
seeming ease. They also
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methods of siege
and dreams On Matters of
because this training
warfare devalued the
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manual covers all aspects skills of traditional
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of Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune
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Do Get it now.
shared values of honor adversity On
Striking Distance Tuttle
Achievement—work, goals,
and prowess that
Publishing
faith, success, money, and
limited the violence of fame On Art and Artists—art,
Part of the Bruce Lee's
traditional field battles. filmmaking, and acting On
Fighting Method series,
Personal
this book teaches how to Bruce Lee Striking
Thoughts Black Belt
Liberation—conditioning, Zen
perform jeet kune do's
Communications
Buddhism, meditation, and
devastating strikes and
"A teacher is never a giver freedom On the Process of
exploit an opponent's
of truth—he is a guide, a
Becoming—self-actualization,
weaknesses with crafty
pointer to the truth that
self-help, self-expression,
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The Warrior Within
Elsevier
Edited by Bruce Lee
and featuring jeet kune
do legend Ted Wong,
this book introduces
the reader to the sil lim
tao form, the
immovable-elbow and
centerline theories, chi
sao (sticky hands),
trapping, and much

merely a catalyst."—Bruce
Lee Within the pages of
Striking Thoughts, you will
find the secrets of Bruce
Lee's incredible success—
as an actor, martial artist,
and inspiration to the world.
Consisting of eight
sections, Striking Thoughts
covers 72 topics and 825
aphorisms—from spirituality
to personal liberation and
from family life to
filmmaking—all of which

totality, Tao, and the truth
This Bruce Lee Book is part
of the Bruce Lee Library
which also features: Bruce
Lee: The Celebrated Life of
the Golden Dragon Bruce
Lee: The Tao of Gung Fu
Bruce Lee: Artist of Life
Bruce Lee: Letters of the
Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art
of Expressing the Human
Body Bruce Lee: Jeet Kune
Do
Reference Reborn Tuttle
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Publishing
extensively, synthesizing
host Dr. Laura
"Bruce Lee was known as
Eastern and Western
Schlessinger; best
an amazing martial artist,
thought into a unique
selling author Daniel
but he was also a profound personal philosophy of selfGoleman; spiritual
thinker. He left behind
discovery. Martial arts
seven volumes of writing
practitioners and fans alike leader Marianne
on everything from
eagerly anticipate each new Williamson, and many
quantum physics to
volume of the Library and
more.
philosophy." — John Blake, its trove of rare letters,
A Comprehensive Guide to
CNN Named one of TIME
essays, and poems for the Bruce Lee's Martial Way
magazine's "100 Greatest
light it sheds on this
Flatiron Books
Men of the Century," Bruce legendary figure. This book Reveals how the iconic
Lee's impact and influence is part of the Bruce Lee
warrior attained his
has only grown since his
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legendary speed, power,
untimely death in 1973.
features: Bruce Lee:
and footwork. Included are
Part of the seven-volume
Striking Thoughts Bruce
practical, effective
Bruce Lee Library, this
Lee: The Celebrated Life of stretches for increasing
installment of the famed
the Golden Dragon Bruce
flexibility, abdominal
martial artist's private
Lee: The Tao of Gung Fu
exercises that can be
notebooks allows his
Bruce Lee: Letters of the
performed anywhere, and
legions of fans to learn
Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art hard-hitting advice on
more about the man whose of Expressing the Human
running, biking, skipping
groundbreaking action films Body Bruce Lee: Jeet Kune rope, and shadowboxing.
and martial arts training
Do
More than just a fitness
methods sparked a
Tao of Jeet Kune Do Tuttle guide, this must-have
worldwide interest in the
Publishing
manual also delves into the
Asian martial arts. Bruce
Part of the Bruce Lee's
fundamental aspects of
Lee Artist of Life explores Fighting Method series, this Bruce Lee’s revolutionary
the development of Lee's
book demonstrates simple, combat philosophy, jeet
thoughts about Gung Fu
effective methods for
kune do, including how to
(Kung Fu), philosophy,
dodging and deflecting
strengthen your fists with
psychology, poetry, Jeet
incoming blows. It offers
iron-palm training, get the
Kune Do, acting, and selfadvice for improving the
most out of your punches
knowledge. Edited by John speed, power, and accuracy and kicks, camouflage your
Little, a leading authority
of your kicks and punches. attacks, develop the
on Lee's life and work, the Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune footwork to evade almost
book includes a selection of Do University of
any blow, cover distance
letters that eloquently
rapidly, escape from a tight
Nebraska Press
demonstrate how Lee
corner, conserve energy
Essays about character
incorporated his thought
for countering, build
from 41 of the
into actions and provided
muscles without sacrificing
advice to others. Although country's most
speed, fix flaws in your
Lee rose to stardom
distinguished,
stance, and improve your
through his physical
peripheral vision, leverage,
interesting and
prowess and practice of
accomplished citizens, and timing.
jeet kune do—the system of
How to Win a Fight Pan
including CBS's Dan
fighting he founded—Lee
Macmillan
Rather; Harvard's Alan Learn the ways of the
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engaged reader who wrote M. Dershowitz; radio
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with this very readable,
student of the Asian Culture, attempt this. Today he is
modern translation of the
martial artist, those
revered as the "father" of
Bushido Shoshinshu. Code interested in Eastern
martial arts practice
of the Samurai is a fourphilosophy or military
around the
hundred-year-old
strategy, as well as for
world—including Mixed
explication of the rules and those simply interested in
Martial Arts. In addition
expectations embodied in
Japan and its people.
to presenting the
Bushido, the Japanese Way A Modern Translation of
fundamental techniques,
of the Warrior. Bushido has the Bushido Shoshinshu
mindset and training
played a major role in
of Taira Shigesuke SF
methods of traditional
shaping the behavior of
Nonfiction Books
Chinese martial arts, this
modern Japanese
In the months leading up
marial art treatise
government, corporations,
to his death, Bruce Lee
society, and individuals, as
explores such esoteric
was working on this
well as in shaping modern
topics as Taoism and Zen
Japanese martial arts within definitive study of the
as applied to Gung Fu,
Chinese martial
Japan and internationally.
Eastern and Western
arts—collectively known
The Japanese original of
fitness regimens and selfas Kung Fu or Gung Fu.
this book, Bushido
defense techniques. Also
This book has now been
Shoshinshu, (Bushido for
included is a Gung Fu
Beginners), has been one of edited and is published
the primary sources on the here for the first time in "scrapbook" of Bruce
Lee's own personal
tenets of Bushido, a way of its entirety. Bruce Lee
anecdotes regarding the
thought that remains
totally revolutionized the
history and traditions of
fascinating and relevant to
practice of martial arts
the martial arts of China.
the modern world, East and
and brought them into the
West. This handbook,
After Lee's death, his
modern
world—by
written after five hundred
manuscript was
promoting the idea that
years of military rule in
completed and edited by
students have the right to
Japan, was composed to
martial arts expert John
provide practical and moral pick and choose those
Little in cooperation with
techniques and training
instruction for warriors,
the Bruce Lee Estate.
regimens which suit their
correcting wayward
This book features an
tendencies and outlining the own personal needs and
introduction by his wife,
personal, social, and
fighting styles. He
Linda Lee Cadwell and a
professional standards of
developed a new style of
foreword from his close
conduct characteristic of
his own called Jeet Kune
friend and student, Taky
Bushido, the Japanese
Do—combining many
Kimura. This Bruce Lee
chivalric tradition. With a
elements from different
clear, conversational
Book is part of the Bruce
masters
and
different
narrative by Thomas
Lee Library which also
Cleary, one of the foremost traditions. This was
features: Bruce Lee:
translators of the wisdom of considered heretical at
Striking Thoughts Bruce
the time within martial
Asia, and powerfully
Lee: The Celebrated Life
evocative line drawings by arts circles, where one
of the Golden Dragon
was expected to study
master illustrator Oscar
Bruce Lee: Artist of Life
Ratti, this book is
with only a single
Bruce Lee: Letters of the
indispensable to the
master—and Lee was the
Dragon Bruce Lee: The
corporate executive,
first martial artist to
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